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Development of Question papers for
Higher Secondary Classes

General Guidelines

1. Question paper may be prepared in accordance with the design and blue print so as
to ensure  fair distribution of Curriculum Objectives/ content areas and types of
questions.

2. Question should be based on the Curriculum Objectives.

3. Curriculum Objectives can be clubbed or can be split into shorter chunks, whenever
necessary, for framing questions.

4. Questions for assessing higher order mental processes should be framed, focusing
on the ability to apply, analyse, evaluate and think creatively.

5. Different types of questions - objective type, short answer type, essay type etc.,  shall
be included in the question paper.

6. There need not be separate sections in the question paper for different types of
questions.

7. Questions that test mere recalling and rote learning shall be avoided.

8. A fair distribution of open-ended questions shall be included to promote divergent
and creative thinking.

9. Question texts and the directions given shall be simple, clear and comprehensive.

10. Objective type questions should aim at testing higher order mental processes.

11. There shall not be a rigid pattern regarding the type of questions, number of questions
and order of questions.

12. Questions shall be life-related

13. Questions shall be in accordance with the learning activities.

14. Care shall be taken to avoid gender bias, communal sentiments etc. in the questions
framed.

15. Adequate hints for answering the questions shall be given, wherever necessary.

16. Choice of questions may be given only upto a maximum of 20% of the total score.
While giving the choice, due attention shall be given to select the same content area/
curriculum objective, scores, mental processes involved etc.
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17. The duration of the examination will be 2 hrs for subjects having 60 scores and
21/2 hrs for those having 80 scores, in addition to the cool off time for 15 mts.

18. Question paper shall be bilingual (English and Malayalam) except in languages.
Technical terms can be transliterated wherever necessary.

19. Scores for objective type questions shall not exceed 20% of the total score.

20. Maximum score for a question shall not exceed 10% of the total score. However in
Botany and Zoology a maximum of 5 score can be given to a question. Fractions
may be avoided.

21. All questions should have an entry level, so that all learners who have undergone the
learning process can get the minimum score. However, the possibility of applying
higher order mental process, considering the different levels of the learners shall be
taken into account.

22. Score should be noted in the question paper against each question and word limit
may be specified wherever necessary.

23. Score shall be given to a question in accordance with the mental processes involved
in answering it.

24. The possibility of using a single question text as the question text for other questions
can be explored.

25. While setting a question paper, the time allocation shall be in accordance with the
time for reading the questions and thinking, planning and writing time of the answer.

Guidelines for developing scoring key

1. Scoring indicators should reflect the mental processes involved in answering that
question.

2. Concepts to be evaluated should be clear and specific.

3. Scoring key for open-ended questions shall give due consideration to a fairly wide
range of possible responses. It may include sequencing of ideas, relevance, originality,
creativity, level of thinking, presentation etc.

4. The scoring key should indicate the split up scores for the essential lower order
mental processes and the higher order mental processes involved in the answer.

5. Reasonable split up may be given for the scores.

6. While evaluating the ability to express the knowledge constructed by the learner,

limitations in language shall be ignored.
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Mental Process
1. Retrieves / recollects / retells information

2. Readily  makes  connections to new information based on past experiences and

formulates initial ideas / concepts.

3. Detects similarities and differences.

4. Classifies / categorises/ organises information appropriately.

5. Translates / transfers knowledge  or understanding and applies them in new

situations.

6. Established cause-effect relationships.

7. Makes connections / relates prior knowledge to new information / applies

reasoning and draw inferences.

8. Communicates knowledge / understanding through different media.

9. Imagines / fantasies / designs/ predicts based on received information.

10. Judges / appraises / evaluates the merits or demerits  of an idea/develops own

solutions to a problem
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II. Weightage to Type of Questions

Sl. No. Type of Question No. of
Questions Score Percentage

of scores
1. Objective 7 7 12

2. Short Answer 16 38 63

3. Essay 3 15 25

Total 26 60 100

DESIGN OF SAMPLE QUESTION PAPER

I. Weightage to Cluster of COs / Content Area (Unit)

Sl. No.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

No. of
Questions Score Percentage

of scores

3 5 8

1 3 5

2 3 5

2 3 5

2 5 8

2 3 5

1 5 8

2 3 5

2 4 7

2 6 10

2 8 14

26 60 100

Chapters

Introduction to e-commerce

Structure of e-commerce
system

Setting up e-commerce
website

Web security
Introduction to HTML

Advanced HTML
Advanced tools for Web
Basic concepts of DTP

Objects and Operation in
DTP

System Analysis and Design
Concept of DBMS

Total

Curriculum
Objectives

1 - 5

6 - 10

11 - 13

14 - 17
18 - 25
26 - 29
30 - 33
34 - 36
37 - 39

40 - 45
46 - 51

12.
13.

3 6 10

2 6 10
Structured Query Language

Data Communication
52 - 56
57 - 63
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III. Construction of Blue Print

Objectives
TotalSl. No. Chapters

Type of Questions

Short
Answer Essay

(1)1 51. 1 (2)2 -

- 32. 2 (1)3 -

(1)1 33. 3 (1)2 -

(1)1 34. 4 (1)2 -

- 55. 5 (1)2  (1)3 -

(1)1 36. 6 (1)2 -

- 57. 7 - (1)5

(1)1 38. 8 (1)2 -

(1)1 49. 9 (1)3 -

- 610. 10 (2)3 -

- 811. 11 (1)3 (1)5

- 612. 12 (3)2 -

(1)1 613. 13 - (1)5

7 60Total Score 38 15
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COMPUTER APPLICATION
(Humanities)
STANDARD - XII

1. Seagate company supplies hard disks to the computer manufacturing company, HCL. Identify

the category of transaction.

Seagate F∂ Iº\n HCL -F∂ Iºyq-´¿ \n¿ΩmW Iº-\n°v hard disk supply -

sNøp-∂p. Cu CS-]mSv GXv Xc-Øn¬s∏-Sp∂p?

(a) B 2 B (b) B 2 C

(c) B 2 G (d) E 2 I (1 Score)

2. Name the tag used to place your photograph in your web page? Also write the important

attribute of this tag.

\nß-fpsS t^mt´m kz¥w web page ¬ Dƒs∏-Sp-Øm≥ D]-tbm-Kn-°p∂ tag GXv?

Cu tag s‚ {][m\ attribute Iƒ Gh? (1 Score)

3. Akhila is able to collect share prices from a website using her mobile phone. Name the

protocol that facilitates this process.

AJn-ebv°v samss_¬t^mWn¬ web site D]-tbm-Kn®v Iº-\n-I-fpsS share hne-Iƒ

kam-l-cn-°m≥ Ign-bp-∂p. GXv protocol D]-tbm-Kn®v CXv km[y-amIpw F∂v hy‡-

am-°p-I. (1 Score)

4. From the list given below select a method that can be used for authentication in an e-

commerce transaction.

Xmsg sImSp-Øn-cn-°p-∂-h-bn¬ Hcp e-commerce transaction s‚ authentication sNøm≥

D]-tbm-Kn-°p∂ am¿§w hy‡-am-°p-I.

(a) Encryption (b) Hash Coding

(c) Digital Signature (d) Decryption (1 Score)

General Instructions
• Read the instructions given against each question carefully before answering them.
• State the logical reasoning which you have used where ever necessary.
• Choice questions are given for a few questions. Attempt any one of them.
• Use the cool-off time for reading and analysing the questions. Also plan your answers

accordingly.

Maximum Scores : 60
Time : 2 hrs.

Cool-off time : 15 mts.

SAMPLE QUESTION PAPER
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5. Computer X and computer Y are communicating with each other through a suitable medium.

For the smooth functioning, these computers have to follow some rules and regulations.

Write the common name given to these type of software standards.

Computer X Dw Computer Y bpw XΩn¬ communication \S-tØ-≠n-bn-cn-°p-∂p.

Communication km[y-am-I-W-sa-¶n¬ Ch XΩn¬ Nne s]mXp-\n-_-‘-\-Iƒ ]ment®

Xocp. CØ-c-Øn-ep≈ s]mXp-hmb software standards s‚ t]sc-gp-Xp-I. (1 Score)

6. Which among the following can be considered as a feature of dynamic web pages.

-Xmsg X∂n-cn-°p-∂-h-bn¬ dynamic web page -IfpsS {]tXy-I-X- GXv?

(a) a web page with a table.

(b) a web page with a back ground colour.

(c) a web page showing the result of an examination after accepting the Reg. No. from the

user.

(d) A web page having hyper link to another web page. (1 Score)

7. –––––––––––––– is not a DTP software.

Xmsg sImSp-Øn-cn-°p-∂-h-bn¬ DTP -tkm^v‰v-sh-b¿ A√m-ØXv GXv?

(a) MS Excel (b) PhotoShop

(c) PageMaker (d) Corel DRAW (1 Score)

8. Nowadays it is seen that people approach DTP centres instead of old printing press to

get their materials printed. What could be the possible reasons?

-C°m-eØv {]n‚nMv \S-Øp-∂-Xn-\v ]gb {]n‚nMv {] pIsf At]-£n®v DTP

sk‚-dp-I-sf-bmWv P\-ßƒ B{i-bn-°p-∂-Xv. F¥p-sIm≠v? (2 Scores)

9. A PageMaker document contains two paragraphs. When you delete some of the lines from

the first paragraph, the second paragraph is not moved forward. What can be the possible

reasons for this?

Hcp PageMaker document-\v c≠v JWvUnI D≠v. BZysØ JWvUn-I-bn¬\n∂v

GXm\pw hcn-Iƒ delete -sNbvX-t∏mƒ c≠m-asØ JWvUn-I- apI-fn-te°v \oßp-

∂n√. CXns‚ ImcWw hni-Z-am-°p-I. (2 Scores)

OR
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You are typing a heading in a PageMaker document. Some letters of the heading are shifted

to a new line due to lack of space. How can you keep the heading in the first line itself

without changing the font size, name or page width.

-\nßƒ PageMaker -¬ Hcp Xe-s°´v ssS∏v sNøp-∂p-sh∂v Icp-Xp-I. Xe-s°-´nse

Ipsd A£-c-ßƒ ÿe-]-cn-an-Xn-aqew ASpØ hcn-bnembn-t∏m-bn. A£-c-Øns‚

t]cv, hen-∏w, t]Pv hnUvØv Ch Ipd-bv°m-sX-Xs∂ Xe-s°´v Fßns\ BZysØ

hcn-bn-tebv°v hcp-Øm≥ Ignbpw? (2 Scores)

10. Following are the content of two web pages.

Xmsg sImSp-Øn-cn-°p∂h c≠v sh_vt]-Pp-I-fpsS D≈S-°-am-Ip-∂p.

(a) What difference do you observe in the lists in the above two pages?

Cu c≠v sh_vt]-Pp-Ifnse list-Iƒ XΩn-ep≈ hXymkw Fs¥∂v Fgp-XpI?

(b) Mention the tags used to create the above two pages.

Ch \n¿Ωn-°m-\p-]-tbm-Kn® tags -GsX∂v kqNn-∏n-°p-I. (2 Scores)

11. While developing web site, a programmer faces difficulty in finding appropriate tags in

HTML. He wants to create new tags that suits his requirements. Name the language that

will suit his needs. Write short note on it.

sh_vssk‰v \n¿Ωn-°p-tºmƒ A\p-tbm-Py-amb tags Is≠-Øm≥ t{]m{Km-a¿°v Ign-

bm-Ø-Xn-\m¬ ]pXnb tags -D≠m-°m≥ {iaw-\-S-Øn. CXn\v klm-b-I-amb language

GXmWv? CXn-s\-°p-dn®v Hcp eLp-hn-h-cWw Xøm-dm-°p-I. (2 Scores)

12. Discuss various type of auctions.

hnhn-[-Xcw auction-DIƒ -hnh-cn-°p-I. (2 Score)

OR

ABC Corporation plans to extend their business by launching a web site. Discuss the benefits

they can expect from this initiative.

Hcp web site launch -sNbvXp-sIm≠v ABC Corporation -Ah-cpsS business -hn]p-eo-I-cn-

°m≥ Xocp-am-\n-®p. Cu {]h¿Ø-\-Øn-eqsS Ah¿ {]Xo-£n-°p∂ KpW-^-eßƒ

GsXms°? (2 Scores)

Course offered

1. Science

2. Commerce

3. Humanities

Course offered

•  Science

•  Commerce

•  Humanities

(Page - 1) (Page - 2)
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13. Classify the following tags in two groups.

NphsS sImSp-Øn-cn-°p∂ tag Isf c≠v {Kq∏p-I-fmbn Xcw-Xn-cn-°p-I.

<BODY>, <HR>, <IMG>, <HTML>,

<FRAME>, <FRAMESET>, <OL>, <LI> (2 Score)

14. Suggest the appropriate hosting type for the following web sites. Justify your answer.

Xmsg sImSp-Øn-cn-°p∂ sh_vssk-‰pIƒ°v tbmPn® hosting type Xnc-s™-Sp-°pI.

DØ-c-ßƒ Imcy-Im-c-W-k-lnXw hnh-cn-°p-I.

(a) Personal web site of a student.

Hcp Ip´n-bpsS kz¥w sh_vssk‰v.

(b) Web site of a shop.

Hcp hym]m-c-ÿm-]-\-Øns‚ sh_vssk-‰v. (2 Scores)

15. Point out the difference between WHERE clause and HAVING clause in SQL.

SQL ¬ WHERE clause Dw HAVING clause Dw XΩn-ep≈ hyXymkw hy‡-am-°pI

(2 Scores)

16. A table with the following schema is maintained in a computer. Student (Regno, Name,

Mark, Rank). Write SQL queries for the following.

Student (Regno, Name, Mark, Rank) F∂ schema tbmSp-Iq-Snb Hcp tS_n-ƒ data

klnXw Iºyq-́ -dn¬ kq£n-®n-cn-°p-∂p. NphsS sImSp-Øn-cn-°p∂h I≠p-]n-Sn°p∂-

Xn-\m-hiyamb SQL queries Fgp-Xp-I.

(a) List the details of students with marks greater than 500 (1 Score)

(b) List the details of students in alphabetical order of their name. (1 Score)

17. List and explain any two aggregate functions available in SQL with suitable example.

SQL se GsX-¶nepw c≠v aggregate functions DZm-l-c-W-k-lnXw Fgp-X-I.

(2 Scores)

18. You are going to develop a banking software. What all methods will you use to collect

necessary information from the bank for the development of the project.

\nßƒ°v Hcp banking software Xøm-dm-°p-I-bm-sW-∂p-I-cp-Xp-I. CXns‚ Bh-iy-

Øn-te°v _m¶n¬\n∂pw e`n-t°≠ hnh-c-ßƒ kzcq-]n-°p-∂-Xn-\p≈ am¿§-ßƒ

tcJ-s∏-Sp-Øp-Ibpw hni-Zo-I-cn-°p-Ibpw sNøp-I. (3 Scores)
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19. Suppose you are the manager of a software development company. You are interviewing

candidates for the post of a system analyst. What qualities will you expect from the candidates.

\nßƒ amt\-P-cm-bn-´p≈ software development Iº\n Hcp system analyst-s\ Xnc-

s™-Sp-°p-hm≥ interview \S-Øp-I-bm-sW-∂n-cn-°-s´. Xm¶ƒ Abm-fn¬\n∂pw {]Xo-

£n-°p∂ tPmen-kw-_-‘-amb KpW-K-W-ßƒ hni-Zo-I-cn-°p-I. (3 Scores)

OR

Consider that you are the manager of a software development company. You are going to

take up a new software project. List the areas you will consider, to check whether the

software project is feasible or not? Explain.

\nßƒ amt\-P-cm-bn-´p≈ software development Iº\n Hcp ]pXnb software project

Gs‰-Sp-°m≥ t]mhp-I-bm-sW∂v Icp-Xp-I. GsXms° taJ-e-Isf ASn-ÿm-\-am-°n-

bmWv Cu t{]mP-Iv‰ns‚ feasibility \nßƒ ]cn-tim-[n-°p-I? hni-Zo-I-cn-°p-I.

(3 Scores)

20. Mathew & Company uses an electronic payment system that collects payments for its

business transactions through Internet. Discuss the security measures that can be implemented

in the system.

amXyp & Iº\nbpsS Internet-se hym]m-c-ß-fpsS  ]Ww ssIam‰w electronic payment

system-ØneqsSbmWv \S-°p-∂-Xv. CØ-c-Øn¬ Imcy-ßƒ sNøptºmƒ {i≤n-t°≠

security measures hni-Zo-I-cn-°p-I. (3 Scores)

21. Which is the most commonly used data model? Explain.

G‰hpw IqSp-X¬ D]-tbm-Kn-°-s∏-Sp∂ data model GXmWv? hni-Zo-I-cn-°p-I.

(3 Scores)

22. Write HTML code to create the first two rows (heading row only) of the table given below.

NphsS sImSp-Øn-cn-°p∂ table s‚ BZysØ c≠v row-Iƒ (heading row am{Xw)

\n¿Ωn-°p-∂-Xn-\p≈ HTML code Fgp-Xp-I. (3 Scores)

Name Assign-
ment

Class
Test

Total
CE Scores

Raju 18 17 35

Sidharth 15 16 31
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OR

While developing a website, a programmer wishes to display two different web pages at the

same time in the browser window. List and explain the HTML tags and attributes to implement

this.

Hcp sh_vssk‰v Uh-e∏v sNøp∂ Hcp t{]m{Km-a¿°v browser window bn¬ c≠v

sh_v t]PpIƒ Htc-k-abw ImWn-t°-≠-Xp-≠v. CXn\v Bh-iy-amb HTML tags

Fgp-Xp-Ibpw Ah-bp-ambn _‘-s∏´ attributes hni-Zo-I-cn-°p-Ibpw sNøp-I.

(3 Scores)

23. Discuss the use of any three tools available in the PageMaker Tool box.

PageMaker tkm^v‰v-sh-b-dns‚ Tool box -se GsX-¶nepw aq∂v tools-s‚ D]-tbmKw

Fgp-Xp-I. (3 Scores)

24. Khanna and Company plans to set up an e-commerce site to promote the sales of electric

goods marketed by them. The site should include features such as description of items for

sales, facility to select and remove items from the order, collect payment for the items

ordered and arrange delivery of items ordered. Discuss various components of this

e-commerce  system that facilitates the above requirements.

Electronic products -hn¬∏\ \S-Øp∂ Khanna and Company -hn¬∏\ h¿≤n-∏n-°m-

\mbn Hcp e-commerce site \v cq]w-\¬In. Cu site -¬ D]-t`m-‡m-°ƒ°p-th≠n

hnhn-[-X-c-Øn-ep≈ kuI-cy-ßƒ \evIn-bn-´p-≠v. km[-\-ßƒ hmßp-∂-Xn-\m-bp≈

selection -\S-Øm\pw hmßn-bh cancel -sNøm\pw Cu site -¬ kuI-cy-ap-≠v. CØ-c-

Øn-ep≈ kuI-cy-ßƒ Hcp-°p-∂ Hcp e-commerce -knÃ-Øn¬ th≠ LS-I-ßƒ

GsX-√m-sa∂v hni-Zo-I-cn-°p-I. (5 Scores)

25. Choose the most appropriate term from the bracket and supply it to the following context.

(Projection, Super Key, Intersection, Foreign Key, 5, Candidate Key, 50)

{_mbv°-‰n¬ sImSp-Øn-cn-°p-∂-h-bn¬ G‰hpw tbmPn® ]Zw Xmsg sImSp-Øn-cn-

°p∂ {]kvXm-h-\-tbmSv tN¿Øv Fgp-Xp-I.

(a) A table that does not actually exist, but can be used like a table.

bYm¿∞-Øn¬ C√m-ØXpw, F∂m¬ Ds≠∂hn[-Øn¬ D]-tbm-Kn-°m≥ Ign-

bp-∂-Xp-amb Hcp tS_nƒ.

(b) Suppose ‘it_code’ is an attribute of table A and at the same time it is the primary key of

another table B. Then ‘it_code’ can be called as –––––––––––– of table A.
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it_code table A bpsS Hcp attribute Dw table B bpsS primary key bpw BsW-∂p-I-

cp-Xp-I. F∂m¬ it_code F∂Xv table A bpsS –––––––––––– BWv.

(c) A table student having 5 attributes contains details of 50 students in a class. Then the

cardinality of the table student is –––––––––––.

5 attributes D≈ Hcp tS_n-fn¬ ¢mknse 50 Ip´n-I-fpsS hnh-c-ßƒ tcJ-s∏-Sp-

Øn-bn-cn-°p-∂p. Aß-s\-sb-∂m¬ B table s‚ cardinality –––––––––––– BWv.

(d) Table A contains details of students passed in first term examinations. Table B contains

the details of students passed in second term examinations. The set operation that

gives the list of students passed in both the examinations is ––––––––––––––––.

Table A bnep-≈Xv H∂mw-]mZ ]co-£-bn¬ hnP-bn® Ip´n-I-fpsS hnh-c-ß-fm-Wv.

Table B bn-ep-≈Xv c≠mw-]mZ ]co-£-bn¬ hnP-bn® Ip´n-I-fpsS hnh-c-ß-fm-Wv.

H∂pw c≠pw ]mZ ]co-£-I-fn¬ hnP-bn® Ip´n-I-fpsS hnh-c-ßƒ In´p-∂-Xn\v

D]-tbm-Kn-°p∂ set operation –––––––––––– BIp∂p.

(e) Consider a combination of attributes (adm_no, batch), where adm_no is a primary

key. Then the above key combination is an example for –––––––––– key.

Xmsg sImSp-Øn-cn-°p∂ field Iƒ {i≤n-°p-I. (adm_no, batch). adm_no primary

key Bbm¬, apI-fn¬ sImSp-Øn-cn-°p∂ key combination –––––––––––– \v DZm-

l-c-W-am-Wv. (5 x 1 = 5 Scores)

26. You have to present a seminar on the topic ‘Communication Channels’. Prepare a seminar

report for this purpose.

\nß-ƒ°v ‘Communication Channels’-s\ Bkv]-Z-am°n Hcp skan-\m¿ Ah-X-cn-∏n-

t°-≠n-bn-cn-°p-∂p. skan-\m¿ dnt∏m¿´v Xøm-dm-°pI. (5 Scores)

OR

‘‘Digital data can be transmitted in a number of ways from the source to the destination.’’

List and briefly explain any 5 different ways.

Digital data D¬ -̀h-ÿm-\-Øp-\n∂pw e£y-ÿm-\-tØbv°v transmit sNøp-∂-Xn-\p≈

GsX-¶nepw A©v coXn-Iƒ hnh-cn-°p-I. (5 Scores)

!!!!!!
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SCORING INDICATORS
Computer Application (Humanities)

Set I

Distribution
of Score

Total ScoreQ. No. Value Points

½
½

12. <IMG> tag
SRC

1 11. B 2 B

1 13. WAP
(Wireless Application Procol)

1 14. Digital Signature

1 15. Protocol

1 16. (c) a web page showing the result of an examination
after accepting the Reg. No. from the user.

1 17. (c) MS Excel

2
Or
2

4
9. Two paragraphs are in two different text objects.

Or
By adjusting the space between letters - Kerning
(1 mark for the word kerning)

1

1
2

10. First page uses ordered list
Second page uses unordered list
Name of the tags used

½
1½ 2

11. XML
Notes on XML

2
Or
2

2
12. Yanker, Dutch, Sealed Bid, English

Or
Correct Answer

½ to each
one

213. Empty Tags
Container Tags

1
1 2

14. Free Hosting, Virtual Hosting
Justification

½ Mark to
each points

28. Any four advantages of DTP
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Distribution
of Score

Total ScoreQ. No. Value Points

2 215. WHERE is used with individual records,
‘HAVING’ is used along with aggregate functions
only.

1
1 2

16. (a) Select * from student where mark > 500.
(b) Select * from student order by name asc.

1 mark each 2
17. Any two of - SUM (), AVG (), MIN (), MAX ()

1 mark each 320. Any three valid security measures

1 mark to
each point 3

18. Short description about any three methods for data
collection such as (Questionnaire, Interview, On-
site observation, etc.)

1 mark each
Or

1 mark each
3

19. Qualities of system analyst
Or
Technical, operational, economical

1
2

321. Relational data model
Flexibility, easily updated, modifications to structure
can be done without affecting framework.

1
2

Or 3

22. ROWSPAN and COLSPAN
Correct code
Or
<FRAME SET> and <FRAME> tag
<FRAMESET> - cols, rows, border
<FRAME> - src, scrolling, noresize

1
2

1 mark each 323. Any two sentence about each.

5 524. Correct answer with relevant points

525. I mark to each correct answer

1 mark each

Or

1 mark each

5
26. Explanation of any five communication channels.

Or
Explanation of any five communication modes.
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Sl. No. Chapter
Mental
process

Questionwise Analysis
Types of

Questions Score Estimated
Time

1. 6 1, 2, 4 Objective 1 2 mts.

2. 1 1, 3 Objective 1 2 mts.

3. 8 1, 2, 6, 9 Objective 1 2 mts.

4. 9 1, 2, 7, 8 Objective 1 2 mts.

5. 13 1, 2, 8, 10 Objective 1 2 mts.

6. 3 1, 3, 7 Objective 1 4 mts.

7. 4 1, 3, 9 Objective 1 2 mts.

9. 5 1, 2, 3, 7 Short Answer 2 4 mts.

10. 1 1, 2 Short Answer 2 4 mts.
11. 3 1, 3, 5 Short Answer 2 4 mts.

12. 6 1, 3, 6 Short Answer 2 4 mts.

13 1 1, 2, 3 Short Answer 2 4mts.

14. 8 1, 3, 4, 7 Short Answer 2 4 mts.

15. 12 1, 2, 6, 9 Short Answer 2 4 mts.

16. 12 1, 2, 7, 8 Short Answer 2 4 mts.

17. 12 1, 3, 7, 9 Short Answer 2 4 mts.

18. 10 1, 2, 3, 4 Short Answer 3 6 mts.
19. 10 1, 2, 6, 8 Short Answer 3 6 mts.

20. 9 1, 2, 5, 7 Short Answer 3 6 mts.

22. 2 1, 4, 6 Short Answer 3 5 mts.

21. 11 1, 2, 3, 5 Short Answer 3 6 mts.

23. 5 1, 2, 3, 6 Short Answer 3 5 mts.

24. 7 1, 4, 5 Essay 5 11 mts.
25. 11 1, 9, 10 Essay 5 11 mts.

26. 13 1, 2, 8, 10 Essay 5 10 mts.

Total 60 120 mts.

8. 4 1, 2, 8 Short Answer 2 4 mts.


